It is easily seen that with these operations D becomes a commutative ring with identity e, where e(R) = 1 and e(a) = 0 for a # R. Furthermore a e D has an inverse if and only if a(R) =é 0.
Introduction. To facilitate the discussion of elementary formulas in the first section, we introduce the ring of formal Dirichlet series on the integral ideals of an algebraic number field. We show how formal Dirichlet series can be employed systematically to give proofs of some well-known results in elementary number theory. Then we give a new proof of Selberg's fundamental formula for algebraic number fields and a very simple proof of a somewhat stronger result first proved by Amitsur using his symbolic calculus. Next we consider formal Dirichlet series involving characters of ideal classes modulo an integral ideal m, and obtain several new asymptotic formulas involving these characters. Using theseformulas we give a new proof of Selberg's formula for ideals in ideal classes and derive a new result standing in the same relation to Selberg's formula for ideal classes as Amitsur's result is to Selberg's formula for number fields.
In the second section, motivated by some results in the first section, we are led to consider certain Tauberian theorems in order to get a new proof of the equidistribution of prime ideals in ideal classes. Certainly these methods yield neither the most elegant nor the most elementary proof of this result but the methods may be of some interest in themselves. We are led to consider Tauberian theorems involving complex-valued functions where previously only real-valued functions had been considered and we show our results are, in some sense, best possible. We also consider the situation where we have several functions satisfying simultaneous and interdependent Tauberian conditions. I. Elementary formulas. Definition 1.1. Let k be an algebraic number field with ring of integers R, then the ring D of formal Dirichlet series on k is the set of complex-valued functions defined on the set I of integral ideals of k with the following operations:
(a) For <x,ßeD and ctei; (a + ß)(a) = a(a) + ß(a). (b) For a,ßeD and ael;
(a£)(a) = Ib3aa(o)jS(ab_1).
Definition 1.2.
(a) We say oce D is strongly multiplicative if a(R) = 1 and a(ab) = a(a)a (b) for all a,hel. (b) We define ÇeD by C(a) = 1 for all o el.
(c) We define /i(a) =( -l)r if 0 = Tpx ■■■pr where px,---,pr axe distinct prime ideals, and ¿i(a) = 0 otherwise. (d) If oceD we define a'eö by a'(a) = -a(o)log Na for all ael, where Na denotes the norm of a.
(e) For aeD,x^0, let C(a,x) = HNaSxot(a). (f) We define A(a) = log N(a) if a =p" for some prime ideal p and A(ct) = 0 otherwise.
Using the above definitions and unique factorization for ideals in algebraic number fields, it is straightforward to verify the following:
(1.1) logNo=Ib2nA(b).
(1.2) For a,ßeD, (a + ß)' = a' + ß' and (<xß)' = a'ß + aß'. (1.3) If ¡xeZ) and a(R)#0, then (ßoT1)' =(aß' -^a')(a-1)2.
(1.4) For all ae/, C_1(a)=/i(a).
(1.5) If cceD is strongly multiplicative then a~l(a) = /i(a)a(a) for all ae I.
(1.6) If aeD is strongly multiplicative then -a'of1 (a) = A(a)a(a) for all ael.
(1.7) For ot, ß e D we have C(aß,x)= E«(a)c(iJ¿)= I ßia) cl<*,■£-).
"ae* \ Naf Noix \ Na/ Next we prove an identity from which we will be able to deduce several asymptotic formulas. By (1.5) and (1.7) the first term is just log* I a_1(a)C( cba, -£-) Na^x \ NaJ = logx C(a_10a,x) = logx C(0,x).
Next we note that -/i(a)a(a)logiVa = (a_1)'(o) and hence by (1.7), the second term is just
by (1.3), (1.6), and (1.7). This proves the theorem.
Before we proceed we need a few preliminary estimates. First of all:
(1.9) There exists A>0 such that C(Ç,x) = 2,Naâxl = Xx + 0(x1-1/") where n is the degree of the field k over the rationals, this result can be found in [2J.
Suppose a e Ö, oc(a) ^ 0 for all a el and there exists t¡ > 0 such that C(a,x) = £x + CXx1 -1/") ; then :
( (1.15) I a(a)1-^-=^^ + 0(l), x^oo.
Na£x Na 2
The proofs of (1.10)-(1.15) are based on summation by parts and use of C(a,x)=£x + 0(x1-1/"). Four well-known results of elementary number theory will now be derived by use of the estimates and identities listed above.
Theorem 1.2. JlNaexißia)/Na) -0(1).
Proof.
Proof. V H(a) V <w. x Nasx Na Naix Na = \+Oix1-11") S -1--= 0(x).
Theorem 1.3. I,Na%x(n(á)/N(á)) log(x/JVa) = 0(1).
The result then follows from Theorem 1.2 and (1.10). Theorem 1.5. .£•,"<-* (A(a)/Na) = logx + 0(1).
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Summing by parts and using the fact that Hna¿xA(a) = 0(x) we see that the second term is 0(x). The first term is just -C(-C',x) = -I logJVa -xlogx + 0(x) by (1.12). This proves the result.
We return to (1.8). This identity says that if we want information about C(cb,x) for some cbeD, an estimate for C(cj>a,x) for some strongly multiplicative cceD Hence we have logxC(0,x)+ lx^c{cb,^) = 0(l).
Using the definition of cb we get ,
JVaáx Na
We note that the third term is just X" 1C( -(a'/a) • a,x) = A-1 HNasx (l°g Na)/Na. Hence every term can be estimated up to a constant and the end result is :
(1.16) logx I ^+ Z ^^=hog2x-3ßlogx + 0(l).
Na^x Na Nttbáx Nab 2
A simple elementary argument shows that
Naèx Na Naáx Na 6 Na = -^ + /?logx + 0(1) and hence it follows from (1.16) that (1.17) I M^+ I ^L)
. log2x-2^1ogx+ 0(1).
This result was first proved (by "elementary" methods) by Amitsur [l] .His proof is somewhat more complicated as it involves the use of his "symbolic calculus." It is easy to show that (1.17) implies Selberg's fundamental formula (Amitsur [1]).
Before we proceed we need a few more definitions. Definition 1.3. Let m be an integral ideal of k, then A(m) is the group of fractional ideals of k prime to m and /7(m) is the group of principal ideals (a) where (a) a is totally positive, (b) up(a -1) ^ tfp(itt) for all p S:m, i.e., for all prime ideals p dividing m the exponent of p in the unique factorization of (a -1) is greater than the exponent of p in the unique factorization of m. We assume the following facts found in Landau 
AJttgx Nflbgx
This follows when one notices that the difference between the left-hand side of (1.22) and the left-hand side of Selberg's fundamental formula is O(x). If X is a nonprincipal character of Gm then we apply Theorem 1.1 with cb = -x'/l and a =x-Now
for 0 < e < 1/n, as can be seen by summation by parts and application of (1.20).
Therefore, ,11**»"» M*"-m) -¿ °((^)'""2) -<**> as we have seen. It follows that
where nx(x) = 0(x) for x ¥= £ and nx(x) -2xlogx + 0(x) for x -£-Rearranging, we have
geGm \ NaSx.aeg Nab^x.abeg I Solving these equations we get, for each geG 
(1-26) Z ^) = logx + 0(1).
NaSx -wa
The proofs of (1.24)-(1.26) are almost identical with the proofs of ( 
We would like a result stating that with appropriate hypotheses on/ and a, the can be verified by elementary methods. However, the proposition is not true as it stands. In fact, one easily checks that the functions f(x) = e'los* and g(n) = 1/n, provide a counterexample.
It should be pointed out that if we have (1.23) for some nonprincipal character X of Gm, and we know (1.23a) for all heGm then it is possible to give a proof very similar to the one in Selberg [2] . However we will take a slightly more general approach.
Suppose/is a complex-valued function defined on (0, oo) and a is a non-negative function defined on integral ideals; suppose we have:
For h e Gm we multiply by %(h) and rewrite as follows : where we can assume the/f are real-valued, and ßhig(n) = Ziva=n,0e?(,-i(a(a)/Aía).
Starting with the single relation, (2.8), involving complex-valued functions we arrive at the system, (2.9), of relations involving real-valued function s and where the coefficients ßh g are even non-negative. It is from this point of view that we approach the problem. It is very convenient, although not necessary, to discuss the Tauberian theorem in terms of Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals rather than finite sums.
Let k(x) be monotone increasing, defined on (0, oo), we assume that k is normalized to be continuous from the left at each point. For any interval [a,b) we define its measure to be k(b) -k(a), this measure has a unique extension to the Borel sets. If f(x) is integrable for this measure we denote its integral by jof(x)dk(x).
We will also need the following results which can be found in The next lemma is essentially the same as a result of Selberg [1] . We include a proof since we use integrals instead of finite sums.
and that $of(t)dt = 0(1), then given £>0 there exist x0, T, and d all greater than zero such that for all x _ x0 the interval (x,x -1-T) contains a subinterval of length d, throughout which \f(t)\ < e.
Proof. By hypothesis, there exists a constant M such that \íxf(t)dt\-¿LM for any x,x'. We first choose Tso large that M/T<e/2.
Next choose x0 and d so that \f(x)-f(x -5) | < e/2 for all x ^ x0 and 0 < 8 < d. We may also assume that d< 772. Consider the interval (x,x + T) for some x = x0. If f(t) does not change sign in this interval then inftF From now on we assume that we have N real-valued functions/,,---,/N defined on (0, oo) and N2 monotone increasing non-negative functions ku, subject to the following conditions:
(2.13) /,(*) = 0(1); i = l,-,JV. The first term here is just I£ = 1(l/xn+1) ftjfmix-y)\dk\nm+i)iy) by 2.12. The lemma will be proved if we show that £ 1 C* ydk\?{y) f*"',, , .... ,x. S x-»oo ;,m = l X Jo X Y Jo n:
I" + 1)!'
We let gm(x) =(l/x) fo|/,"(x -y)\dkJm(y) and note that gm(x) is bounded and ummpx*oegm{x)g>S/N.
The expression to be estimated is ZJ,m=1(l/x"+1) ^o ygm(x -y)dk%(y). Let e > 0 be given, then we choose x0 so large that gm(t) _ S/N + e for t ^ x0, then -¿7 I'ygJx -y)dk${y)
x Jo = ¿i r "Wc -^/c^)+~ r m(x-y)dfc<"^). Since e was arbitrary it follows that lixm»lup £ ¿i íygÁX -j)dk*(y)*íi-\yHT)i which was to be proved. We quote without proof the following elementary lemma, which can be found in Pitt [2].
(2.24) Suppose for /=0,1,»»»,J we have q^x) ^ 0 for all x and g/x)^ 1 in an interval I¡ of length 2a with center in a fixed interval / of length 2d. Then there is an interval of length 2a with center in I, throughout which Í0^)e2WToT-1-The next lemma is crucial and is based on an idea of Pitt.
Lemma 2.5. If ô > 0 is given then there exist x0, n, and ß > Osuch that for all
x ^ x0, kfiXx) -k¡]\x-5) ^ ßx"'1, this holding for all pairs QJ). The proof will be divided into several parts.
(2.5a) There exist alf /Sx > 0 and Xy such that for each pair ii,j) there is a sequence of intervals {/",(»',/)}" = o oflength 2al5 such that every interval (x,x + 2d) for x ^ Xy contains the center of one of these intervals and cb\j\x) 7t ßy for xelm(i,j). First by (2.19) choose x[ so that ktj(x) -ku(x-d) 2: y > 0 for all x ^ x'.. Then choose a so small that by (2.20) lim supx_ oe [/c,/x) -ktfix-a)] < yd/Ad, then choose xx ^ x'x so that fc¡/x) -fc,7(x -a) < y<5/4d for all x ^ xx. Then it follows that for any m such that md ^ xx, the interval imd,im + l)d) contains a subinterval of length a, throughout which cb\j\x) ^ y 8/Ad. Clearly every interval of the type (x,x + 2d) for x ^ Xy contains the center of such an interval. We can do this for each pair (i,;) and hence can assume that a,, ßy,and Xy are sufficient for all ii,f). However the sequence of intervals {IJ,i,f)}'Z=o may vary with (ij).
(2.5b) There exists h, n > 0 and x2 such that for all m such that md ^ x2, and for each (i,/) the interval (md,(m + l)d) contains 2 subintervals (md+am(ij), md + amii,j) + h) and (md + bmii,j), md + bmii,j) + h) such that ktJ increases by at least n in each of these intervals and :
(2.25) bmiUJ)-amii,j) + hè2cty
(2.26) am(i,j) + 2hûbm(i,j).
First choose x'2 so that for all m such that md = x2,ku increases by more than 7' > 0 in the interval from md to (m + l)d. In any such interval clearly there is a subintervalof length 2at, throughout which ktJ increases by at least 7 > 0, we may take y = y'2ax/d and we see that y is independent of m. Now choose h so small that limsupJC_00[fc;j(x) -fc(y(x -A)] < y/4 and then x2 = x'2 so that fcj/x) -k¡j(x -h) < j-for all x = x2. Now let n = yh/Sd. Let m be such that md _ x2, then (md,(m + l)d) contains a subintervalof length 2ocx such that ktj increases by at least y in this subinterval. We divide this subinterval into subintervals of length h, in at least one of these kij increases by more than n, pick the first one, then skip one and there must be at least one more farther on where it increases by at least n. Let am{i,j), bm(i,j) be the left-hand endpoints of these intervals, then conditions (2.25),(2.26) follow by the construction.
(2.6c) Proceed by induction. We assume that for some n ^ 1, there exists ß" > 0, <xn g ax + (n-l/2)h, and x" such that for each (i,j) there is a sequence {ImXhj)}m=o of intervals of length 2a", such that for x^x" the interval (x,x + 2d) contains the center of one of these intervals and for xel^\i,j), cb\"\x)^:ßnx''~1. We have already verified this for n = 1.
Fix (i,j); we have Weifocus our attention on one of the qrm appearing in this sum. Now X -md > m so there exists xre (X -md,X-(m-l)d) such that ebfr'(y) ^ ß"v"_1 for y e (xr -oc", Tr + a"). One easily checks that the center of the corresponding interval Ix KJl2 lies in (X,X + 2d). So we see from the above that for each of these functions qr ," with r = l,---,N and m0z%mz^X/2d -1, the interval (X,X + 2d) contains the center of an interval of length 2a" +h throughout which qrim^nßn(x-md-d)n~1^nßn(^j , since (m + l)d ^ X/2. Therefore by (2.24) this interval contains the center of an interval of length 2a" + h, throughout whicĥ «^(f)""1 ---I 2^2d + «" + y)^ß '.+ iX" if X is taken sufficiently large. But since X =x-Ad for all x in this interval we have cbll+i)(x) = ßnx" for all X sufficiently large. So we have verified the proposition for n + 1. Now we just take n so large that 2a + (n -T)h > Ad and then we will have cb\f(x) = ßnx"~1 for all large x. for each i = !,■■■,N. In order to get a contradiction it is enough to show that limsupl r\f.ix-y)\dky{y)<-¡L.
x-»oo X Jo JYrt.
Let e>0 be given, we assume that x2 chosen before is also so large that \fj(t)\<S + £ for all t =■ x2. Noŵ iX\fj(x-y)\dk\?(y)
x J 0 =■4 fX " l/A* -*> I dk^y) + i f l/X* -jO I ^OO-
The second integral goes to zero by (2.23) and the fact that/,-is bounded. The first term is broken up as follows: Henee limsup^^l/x") |0 |//x ->>) |cife^(y) ^ S(l -y/2)/Nn\ since e was arbitrary. This gives a contradiction and hence S =0.
Corollary
2.1. If the fix) are permitted to take on complex values with the restriction that there exist cc¡,i = l,--,N such that otiz%argfiix)z%(xl+n then Theorem 2.1 still holds.
Proof. Noting that e'^fpc) satisfies (2.13)-(2.16) whenever//x) does we may assume that 0 g arg//x) = n for j = l,-,N. Let//x) -flji\x)+ iffX*)-Then we see that/f \x) ^0 for all x. By condition (2.14), $5fij2\t)dt = Oil), for j=l,-,N. Since /jx)(x), for j = l,-,N satisfy (2.13)-(2.16) it follows from Theorem 2.1 that/jn(x) = o(l), hence f/x) = o(l). Next we show that given any angular sector in the plane : ot^6z^n + a + s for e > 0, there exists a function/ taking on values in this sector such that/ satisfies conditions (2.13), (2.14), (2.15) and that for any monotone increasing function fc, with fc(x) ~ x we have |/(x)|^4
fX\f(x-y)\dk(y) + o(i); yet f(x) # o(l).
x Jo
We may assume the angular sector is of the type -e^6 ^n + e, for some e > 0. We define / as follows : f(t) = eiW2~n for 0 = í g n/2 + e, fit) = e~" for 7r/2 + £^i= T, where T = n/2 + e + cot £, f(t)=f(2t-T) for T=i = 2T, f{t) = -f(t-2T) for 2T= i^4T, then define / periodically with period 4T.
It is easily seen that/is continuous, and hence it is uniformly continuous since it is periodic. Therefore it satisfies (2.16). Since |/(r) | = 1, condition (2.13) is fulfilled.
To show that(2.14)is satisfied we show that $tTf(t)dt = 0. Let f(t) =fx ( 
